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Presentation Notes
[begin]Thank you for taking the time out of your busy day to hear about ForeScout.My name is [name here] and I am a/the [position here].  [next slide]



IoT: Internet of Threats 
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One by one, 
these are 

becoming a 
reality. 

 
Time to secure 
them is now. 



IoT Attack Targets 
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Gaming Transportation Physical Security Automation Retail Botnet Finance 

Various  
other banks 

Reference acronym glossary at end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the logos of companies that have either suffered an IoT attack or  had their IoT security vulnerabilities exposed.  The range of industries is diverse and so are the types of IoT devices involved. Botnet---------------------------------------Dyn Overview: DDoS attack on Dyn  Devices: Xiongmai's cctv camera  Industry: multiple Description: Hacked “Internet of Things” (IoT) devices, such as CCTV video cameras and digital video recorders, led to large DDoS attack on Dyn, an Internet infrastructure company. The attack was instigated by Mirai Malware using a botnet of devices, but mainly IP cameras made by a Chinese hi-tech company called XiongMai Technologies. The attack led to the blockage of an array of sites, including Twitter, Amazon, Tumblr, Reddit, Spotify and Netflix. https://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/10/hacked-cameras-dvrs-powered-todays-massive-internet-outage/   Krebs on SecurityOverview: DDoS Krebs on Security Devices: Botnet Industry: MediaDescription: Cyber security blog Krebs on Security, was taken down following a major DDoS attack. Around 620 Gigabits of traffic per second were launched by a botnet allegedly made up of 1 million compromised IoT devices with bad passwords such as routers, cameras, lightbulbs and thermostats. https://hotforsecurity.bitdefender.com/blog/ddos-attack-by-massive-iot-botnet-takes-down-krebs-on-security-16742.html OVHOverview: DDoS attack on OVH  Devices: Botnet   Industry: multiple Description: The hosting provider OVH faced a massive DDoS attacks launched by a botnet composed at least of 150000 IoT devices. The servers of its company were hit by multiple attacks exceeding 100 Gbps simultaneously concurring at 1 Tbps DDoS attack http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/51726/cyber-crime/ovh-hit-botnet-iot.html    Deutsche TelekomOverview: Mirai botnet attack on Deutsche Telekom   Devices: Mirai Botnet   Industry: Telecoms Description: More than 900,000 customers of German ISP Deutsche Telekom (DT) were knocked offline  after their Internet routers got infected by Mirai. The malware wriggled inside the routers via a newly discovered vulnerability in a feature that allows ISPs to remotely upgrade the firmware on the devices. But the new Mirai malware turns that feature off once it infests a device, complicating DT’s cleanup and restoration efforts. https://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/11/new-mirai-worm-knocks-900k-germans-offline/ �Liberia InternetOverview: Mirai brings Liberia‘s internet to a standstill   Devices: Mirai Botnet   Industry: ISPDescription: A huge cyber attack that knocked Liberia's internet offline, as hackers targeted the nation's infrastructure via a Mirai botnet. Multiple attacks against Liberia's  internet infrastructure  intermittently took the country's websites offline for over a week. It did so by targeting the two companies that co-own the fiber internet cables into the country with unprecedented amounts of traffic. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/11/04/unprecedented-cyber-attack-takes-liberias-entire-internet-down/ �TalkTalk RoutersOverview: Mirai attack on TalkTalk routers in the UK.    Devices: Mirai Botnet   Industry: ISPDescription: More than 2,000 TalkTalk routers hijacked by Mirai botnet variant which were then used as a botnet to carry out (DDoS) attacks, such as the Mirai botnet attack on Dyn. TalkTalk has issued a fix for the vulnerability that closes the TR-064 interface and resets the router, but the firm has come under fire for not forcing customers to change their router passwords. https://www.incapsula.com/blog/new-variant-mirai-embeds-talktalk-home-routers.html  �Retail---------------------------------------UK Post OfficeOverview:  Mirai botnet attack on Post Office Broadband customers.    Devices: Mirai Botnet   Industry: ISPDescription: Mirai botnet attacked UK Post office Broadband customers. The Post Office confirmed that around "100,000 of its customers were affected, and left without a reliable internet connection and that the attack had hit "customers with a ZyXEL router". http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/12/02/broadband_mirai_takedown_analysis/  PDQ LaserWashOverview:  Hackin' At The Car Wash, Yeah    Devices: Unmanned Auto Car wash   Industry: RetailDescription: The Web interface in a popular remote access car wash system was hacked allowing the attacker to hijack the functions of a car wash. One incident included the rotary arm in the car wash to smash into a minivan mid-wash, spraying water into the vehicle and at the family inside. The minivan driver quickly accelerated out of the car wash, badly damaging the equipment, as well as the vehicle. http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/hackin-at-the-car-wash-yeah/d/d-id/1319156  Finance---------------------------------------Sberbank & AlfabankOverview:  Russian banks floored by withering DDoS attacks     Devices: Botnet inc CCTV camera     Industry: FinanceDescription: the Central Bank officially confirmed that a DDoS attack was made using the devices related to the Internet of things. This is the first officially recognized case in Russia, where criminal activity could be used smart refrigerator, smart TV, security system, front door or even a light bulb. http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/11/11/russian_banks_ddos/ Various BanksOverview:  The Billion Dollar Bank Job: How hackers stole $1bn from 100 banks in 30 countries     Devices: CCTV Camera      Industry: FinanceDescription: Carbanak gang (named after the malware it uses), with members in Russia, Ukraine, China and other parts of Europe, has been stealing tens of millions of dollars from banks, e-payment systems and other financial institutions since 2013. in addition to other means the gang used the bank's own cameras against them, the gang were able to see and record everything that was happening on the screens of bank employees. By monitoring these screens the hackers were able to gain intimate knowledge of just how each bank's specific internal systems worked, allowing them to tailor each attack.�"In this way, the fraudsters got to know every last detail of the bank clerks' work and were able to mimic staff activity in order to transfer money and cash out," http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/billion-dollar-bank-job-how-hackers-stole-1bn-100-banks-30-countries-1488148   Automation---------------------------------------SiemensOverview: New Siemens SCADA Vulnerabilities Kept SecretDevices: programmable logic controller (PLC) devicesIndustry: computer systems that control industrial processesDescription: SCADA systems -- computer systems that control industrial processes -- are one of the ways a computer hack can directly affect the real world. Here, the fears multiply. It's not bad guys deleting your files, or getting your personal information and taking out credit cards in your name; it's bad guys spewing chemicals into the atmosphere and dumping raw sewage into waterways. It's Stuxnet: centrifuges spinning out of control and destroying themselves. Never mind how realistic the threat is, it's scarier.https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2011/05/new_siemens_sca.html Schneider ElectricOverview: MAJOR VULNERABILITY FOUND IN SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC UNITY PRODevices: controller management software called Unity ProIndustry: industrial networks; valves, turbines, centrifuges and smart metersDescription: Schneider Electric is grappling with a critical vulnerability found in its flagship industrial controller management software called Unity Pro that allows hackers to remotely execute code on industrial networks. “This is what an attacker would want to have access to in order to impact the actual production process within an ICS physical environment. That includes the valves, turbines, centrifuges and smart meters,” Gandelsman said. “With this type of access, an attacker can use it to change the recipe to drugs being manufactured by industrial control systems or turn off the power grid of a city.”https://threatpost.com/major-vulnerability-found-in-schneider-electric-unity-pro/121550/ ThyssenKruppOverview: ThyssenKrupp secrets stolen in 'massive' cyber attackDevices: Deutsche Telekom routers Industry: steel production and manufacturing plantDescription: Technical trade secrets were stolen from the steel production and manufacturing plant design divisions of ThyssenKrupp AG (TKAG.DE) in cyberattacks earlier this year, the German company said on Thursday. A previous cyber attack caused physical damage to an unidentified German steel plant and prevented the mill's blast furnace from shutting down properly.http://www.reuters.com/article/us-thyssenkrupp-cyber-idUSKBN13X0VW Physical security---------------------------------------Romantik Seehotel JaegerwirtOverview: Austrian hotel shut out by hackers, quite literallyDevices: electronic key system and entire computer systemIndustry: Austrian hotel rooms Description: According to Austrian news site The Local, the Romantik Seehotel Jaegerwirt, located in the picturesque Alps range, was hit by a cyberattack that resulted in all its guests being locked out of their rooms.Activating the door-locking mechanism remotely, the hackers were able to send the hotel into chaos during the height of the ski season, while also shutting down the hotel’s entire computer system.https://www.siliconrepublic.com/machines/iot-hackers-austria-dc-blockchainWashington DCOverview: Hackers infest Washington DC police CCTV camera serversDevices: CCTV camera servers (network video recorder servers that monitor major public spaces in the city)Industry: Law EnforcementDescription: While issuing a statement denying any physical threat to anyone in the nation’s capital as a result of the breach, the malware meant all of the affected cameras stopped recording until a complete reboot of the system was run.As it turned out, the hackers had orchestrated a ransomware attack to seek payment from the police force.https://www.siliconrepublic.com/machines/iot-hackers-austria-dc-blockchain Transportation---------------------------------------U-Ming Marine Transport & Maersk LineOverview: Global shipping fleet exposed to hacking threat Devices Maritime navigational systems Industry: Maritime Description: Hackers recently shut down a floating oil rig by tilting it off the coast of Africa forcing it to shut down. It took over a week to identify the cause and fix the issue mainly because there were no Cyber Security skills on board.�Another explample includes: Somali pirates help choose their targets by viewing navigational data online, prompting ships to either turn off their navigational devices, or fake the data so it looks like they're somewhere else; and hackers infiltrated computers connected to the Belgian port of Antwerp, located specific containers, made off with their smuggled drugs and deleted the records. http://www.reuters.com/article/us-cybersecurity-shipping-idUSBREA3M20820140424�https://www.templarexecs.com/cyberresilience/remotely-kill-jeep-highway/ Traffic lights in undisclosed city Overview: University of Michigan Researchers are able to hack into traffic light control systemsDevices Traffic Controllers Industry: InfrastructureDescription: University of Michigan researchers were able to hack nearly 100 wirelessly networked traffic lights and were able to change the state of the lights on command.  They had permission from local road authorities prior to starting. http://www.networkworld.com/article/2466551/microsoft-subnet/hacking-traffic-lights-with-a-laptop-is-easy.html �Boeing & United AirlinesOverview: Hacker claimed United Airlines flight's engine controls Devices In-flight entertainment systems Industry: AirlineDescription: A cybersecurity consultant hacked into computer systems aboard airliners up to 20 times and managed to control an aircraft engine during a flight. he hacked into in-flight entertainment systems aboard the aircraft and then accessed the flight control system, which he then manipulated to cause one of the airplane engines to climb resulting in a lateral or sideways movement of the plane during one of the flights. http://edition.cnn.com/2015/05/17/us/fbi-hacker-flight-computer-systems/ Gaming---------------------------------------Playstation & XBoxOverview: Lizzrad stresser botnet attack on Xbox and Playstation Devices Playstation Network & Xbox Live Industry: GamingDescription: British teens utlizing Lizard Stresser botnet executed a DDoS attack on the Xbox and playstation online gaming platform. it succeeded in disrupting the  service for users for a significant amount of time. http://www.polygon.com/2015/8/29/9224813/lizard-squad-arrests-hacker-attacks-ddos�https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/dec/31/lizard-squad-ddos-service-playstation-xbox-lizardstresser  



Dispelling the IoT Security Myths 
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Myth  1  
Manufacturers  

will build  
IoT devices  

with embedded  
security 

Myth  2  
Current security 

investments  
will protect the 

company 

Myth  3  
Block  

employees  
from connecting 

IoT devices 

Myth  4  
Find, fix  

hacked IoT 
devices 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]So what is the right approach to IoT security? First, lets take a few minutes to dispel some current myths around IoT Security MYTH 1: The manufacturers will build these devices with embedded security. Manufacturers lack skills or profit to be sophisticated enough to solve this in the time we need it to be solved. It will take years. Decades. Low margin devices don’t warrant securityFraction of devices are high cost in high value environmentsLack of profit in actual sales. The device might only sell for $20Device has long shelf life. Devices will be in an environment for 10+ yrsDevices built on old OS. MRI machines are still built on Windows 95. FDA approved. MYTH 2: Current Security Investments will Protect me Too many IoT devices in the environment. They run on different OSs - most of them are closed. You cannot run an agent on majority of IoT devices. Many IoT devices do not have the computing power to run the software. Many will break the devices. CIOs and CISOs have no idea what devices are connected as they are brought in by different departments.MYTH 3: Block employees from connecting IoT devices to the network. It is no longer just millennial that have an expectation of being connected, it is everyone. IoT devices are business tools that add real value. A doctor will not ask for permission to connect a medical device that will save a life. Yet IT does not know it is connected OR how to secure it.  The facilities team will save so much money on utilities. IT no longer has control over employees and what they connect.  And the user expectations is that everything needs to be connected, every time and everywhere. We lost that battle on BYOD. People are bringing their own devices. $5 Trillion of value. IT will not have an option. MYTH 4: We will find and fix the IoT devices with vulnerabilities. You can’t. You don’t always have the rights except shipping it back to the manufacturerVendors aren’t publishing fixes to the vulnerabilitiesUpdating firming is challenging, not automatedTraditional patching systems simply don’t work in this environment. Limited penetration testing. [next slide]
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IoT Landscape 

Threat Landscape 

Gartner IoT Security Market Guide 

4 ForeScout Solution 



 
Exponential IoT Growth 
 

Source: Gartner IoT, PC and Mobile device forecast 2015 
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PC’s & Mobile Devices 

IoT Devices 

Took 25 years to get to 
10 Billion devices*  

Will take only 5 years to get 
to 30 Billion devices* 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]It took 25 years to get to 10B connected devices and in the next 5 years this will increase to 30B.  Before IoT there were 3.5X more devices than the number of employees in an organizationWith IoT that’s expected to go up to 10X. Higher X-Factor = Higher security risk! The sudden increase in the number of devices puts strain on the security systems Many organizations underestimate their X-Factor, thereby opening up vulnerabilities[next slide]



IoT Device Landscape is Fragmented 

Source: Harbor Research, 2014; McKinsey Global Institute, 2015 
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IoT Device / Solution Vendors by Physical Environments  

Personal Home City Factory Logistics Retail Vehicles Office Worksite Medical 

Device landscape is going from few devices and OS types to innumerable devices and OS types 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]The first 25 years we were lucky to have a relatively small set of operating systems.  By 2020 this will not be the case.  We will have to deal with hundreds of different operating systems, many of these hardened and not conducive to the traditional approaches to security. It will be impractical to develop, deploy and maintain security agents for each variation of these devices and operating systems.The device form factor and capabilities also vary greatly, with some devices on the high end like medical devices coming with sophisticated on board processing power and on the other end small sensor based devices will barely have enough memory and processing power to house their own functionality.[next slide]



Challenges and Lessons Learned 

IoT Adoption Driven by Business Needs 
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Nothing is more powerful than an 
idea whose time has come – 

Victor Hugo 

IoT 
Resistance is futile – Shadow IoT Devices 
Businesses need IoT to improve their business 
Non-IT provisioned devices 
IT can’t manage the devices via agents 

BYOD  
Resistance was futile – Shadow IT 
Users needed it to do their jobs 
Non-IT provisioned devices 
IT couldn't manage the devices via agents 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]As we look back, we thought securing BYOD was a monumental challenge.  In hindsight that was just a warm up for IoT.   If the end users or business units see benefits with adopting new technology, they will adopt it whether the security systems are in place or not. So to minimize business impact, it is better for security team to be ahead of these changes instead of catching up with them.[next slide]



Security is the Top Impediment to IoT Adoption 
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Source: 2016 ForeScout IoT Survey 
Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]In a survey done by ForeScout, respondents unequivocally indicated that security concern is a top challenge with respect to IoT rollout. We also know that sometimes business requirements trump security considerations and some Line of Business or Facilities department may adopt IoT to gain some business benefits even before ensuring that all the IoT devices are properly secured. So security group needs to stay a step ahead of the fast changing business requirements.[end]
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Threat Landscape 

Gartner IoT Security Market Guide 

4 ForeScout Solution 
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Various banks 

Reference acronym glossary at end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Sberbank & AlfabankOverview:  Russian banks floored by withering DDoS attacks     Devices: Botnet inc CCTV camera     Industry: FinanceDescription: the Central Bank officially confirmed that a DDoS attack was made using the devices related to the Internet of things. This is the first officially recognized case in Russia, where criminal activity could be used smart refrigerator, smart TV, security system, front door or even a light bulb. http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/11/11/russian_banks_ddos/ 12) Various BanksOverview:  The Billion Dollar Bank Job: How hackers stole $1bn from 100 banks in 30 countries     Devices: CCTV Camera      Industry: FinanceDescription: Carbanak gang (named after the malware it uses), with members in Russia, Ukraine, China and other parts of Europe, has been stealing tens of millions of dollars from banks, e-payment systems and other financial institutions since 2013. in addition to other means the gang used the bank's own cameras against them, the gang were able to see and record everything that was happening on the screens of bank employees. By monitoring these screens the hackers were able to gain intimate knowledge of just how each bank's specific internal systems worked, allowing them to tailor each attack.�"In this way, the fraudsters got to know every last detail of the bank clerks' work and were able to mimic staff activity in order to transfer money and cash out," http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/billion-dollar-bank-job-how-hackers-stole-1bn-100-banks-30-countries-1488148   



Various Banks 

http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/billion-dollar-bank-job-how-hackers-stole-1bn-100-banks-30-countries-1488148  
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Overview: The Billion Dollar Bank Job: How hackers stole $1bn from 100 banks in 30 countries 

Devices: Video surveillance camera among others 

Industry: Finance 

Description: Carbanak gang (named after the malware it uses), with members in Russia, Ukraine, China 
and other parts of Europe, has been stealing tens of millions of dollars from banks, e-payment systems 
and other financial institutions since 2013. In addition to other means the gang used the bank's own 
cameras against them, the gang were able to see and record everything that was happening on the 
screens of bank employees. By monitoring these screens the hackers were able to gain intimate 
knowledge of just how each bank's specific internal systems worked, allowing them to tailor each attack. 
 

Reference acronym glossary at end of presentation 

 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3824470/Bored-worker-hacks-giant-electronic-billboard-streams-Japanese-PORN-afternoon-rush-hour-traffic.html


 
Sberbank & Alfabank 
 

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/11/11/russian_banks_ddos/  
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Overview: Russian banks floored by withering DDoS attacks 
 
Devices: Botnet on CCTV cameras 
 
Industry: Finance 
 
Description: The Central Bank officially confirmed that a DDoS attack was made 
using the devices related to the Internet of things. This is the first officially recognized 
case in Russia, where criminal activity could be used to attack smart refrigerator, 
smart TV, security system, front door or even a light bulb.  

Reference acronym glossary at end of presentation 

 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3824470/Bored-worker-hacks-giant-electronic-billboard-streams-Japanese-PORN-afternoon-rush-hour-traffic.html


IoT Opens Much Bigger Attack Surface 

Less than 10% of new devices connecting to the 
corporate environment will be manageable through 
traditional methods 
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Source: Gartner, BI Intelligence, Verizon, ForeScout 

Managed 
Devices 

Unmanaged 
Devices 

2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 

By 2020:  
20+ Billion 
Unmanaged 
Connected  
Devices 66%  

of all networks will have an  
IoT security breach by 2018 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin] By 2020, less than 10% of all new devices connecting to your network will be manageable via an agent. As we all know, putting an agent on devices is the defacto standard for controlling traditional  devices such as PCs and desktops ; however, the onslaught of BYOD and IoT makes this no longer possible. In fact, during our proof of concepts, customers have seen up to 60% new devices, so the new reality is IoT is already on the network. [click once - animation] Not long from now, roughly two-thirds of networks will have an IoT-based security breach.   Given the growing landscape of unmanaged devices that are connecting to our enterprises, organizations will need visibility and control to keep up with the digital transformation they’re facing. [next slide]-----IDC is predicting that by the end of next year, 90% of all IT networks will have an IoT-based security breach.  –By 2018, 66% of networks will have an IoT security breach. - IDC–By 2020, 10% of all attacks will target IoT systems. – IDCInternet Of Things (IoT) Predictions From Forrester, Machina Research, WEF, Gartner, IDChttp://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/01/27/internet-of-things-iot-predictions-from-forrester-machina-research-wef-gartner-idc/6/#26e32a1972a0[next slide]=========================Information about sourcesBI Intelligence forecast: http://marketeyewitness.com/internet-things-industry-future-now/Gartner forecast:  http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2905717Verizon forecast:  http://www.verizonenterprise.com/resources/reports/rp_state-of-market-the-market-the-internet-of-things-2015_en_xg.pdf IDC:  http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS25291514 



Visibility is a Top Security Concern 
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Source: 2016 ForeScout IoT survey 

Only 14.6% quite 
confident about visibility 

into their IoT devices 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]ForeScout did a survey on IoT readiness among IT professionals and found out that only about 15% of the respondents were “quite confident” about the IoT devices in their networks. May be I am biased but they are all probably ForeScout customers (chuckles  ).[next slide]



A Perfect Storm of Threats Creating New Security Needs 
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Attacks targeting 
devices that 
corporations can’t see 

5 out of 6 large 
companies is hit 

with targeted 
attacks today 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]Attackers are beginning to take advantage of the vulnerabilities in the IoT devices because these are devices that traditional security systems cannot see because many don’t support agents on them.Also in many cases security teams are not even aware of their existence since they were brought in by facilities or marketing or some other departments.[next slide]



Insecurity of Things: Danger Rankings 
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DISASTROUS 
Cause irreversible  
damage 

DISRUPTIVE 
Disrupt corporate 
and operational  
processes. 

DAMAGING 
Enable information 
stealing 

Security 
Systems 

Energy Meters 

Smart Video  
Conferencing Systems Connected  

Printers 
VoIP 

Phones 

Smart  
Fridges 

Smart 
Lightbulbs 

Source: ForeScout IoT Enterprise Risk Report 
Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]ForeScout hired an ethical hacker, Sammy Kamker, to find out how easy it is to hack typical enterprise devices. Here is the list of those devices with a ranking of dangerous the consequences can be. Disastrous: Invade user  privacy, gain access to  private corporate  information or destroy  critical equipment.Disruptive: Operational disruption leading to sizable damage to the companiesDamaging: Enables stealing of info like login credentials, system information that can be damaging for the companies[next slide]



Insecurity of Things: Danger Scenarios 
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Snooping  
on calls 

Accessing  
private 
company  
and user  
information 

Spying via 
video  and 
microphone 

Disabling to  
allow 
physical  
break-ins 

Tampering with  
temperature 
controls 

Obtaining  
user  
credentials 

Extracting Wi-Fi  
credentials to 
carry  out further 
attacks 

Source: ForeScout IoT Enterprise Risk Report 
Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]When successfully hacked, all of these devices are a gateway into the broader  enterprise network. As you can see IoT hacks can lead to damage not just in the information world but also in the physical world. Carbanak gang (named after the malware it uses), with members in Russia, Ukraine, China and other parts of Europe, has been one of the most successful cyber hacking team. In total they have stolen over a $1B from banks, e-payment systems and other financial institutions since 2013. In addition to other means the gang used the bank's own cameras against them, the gang were able to see and record everything that was happening on the screens of bank employees. By monitoring these screens the hackers were able to gain intimate knowledge of just how each bank's specific internal systems worked, allowing them to tailor each attack. In this way, the fraudsters got to know every last detail of the bank clerks' work and were able to mimic staff activity in order to transfer money and cash out.[next slide]



IP-Connected Security Systems 

An Example of IoT Device Risks 
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Many use proprietary  
radio frequency  
technology that  lack 
authentication  and 
encryption.  

Attackers can form  radio 
signals to send  false 
triggers and  access 
system controls. 

User compute capability to ex-
filtrate large amounts of data. 

Disable camera to allow 
physical break in. 

Hijack camera to spy on 
employees usage of 
computers, passwords, 
applications, designs. 

DISASTROUS 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Use as launching point for 
DDoS attacks. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]Here is more info on how the video cameras can be compromised. Use wireless communication to connect with other smart devices  for easy entry and access, which can open the floodgates for crafty hackers.Most use radio signals  that are easy to detect  and fail to employ  frequency hopping  techniques, leaving  them open to jamming and spoofing.Attackers can form  radio signals to send  false triggers and  access system controls.Many devices also connect to cloud thereby exposing bigger systems.[next]



IP-Connected Infrastructure: Climate Control & Energy Meters 

IoT Device Risks 

HVAC systems provide an avenue for hackers to gain network access 

DISASTROUS 

Attackers can force 
critical rooms (for 
example,  server rooms) 
to overheat  and cause 
physical damage. 

IP-connected  
infrastructure uses wireless  

technology that is often  
accessible to anyone within 

range. 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]HVAC systems are  many a times on the same  network that internal  systems are connected  to, which enables hackers to easily access intercept data, escalate  privilege and carry out  further attacks.Smart energy meters  can allow attackers to  alter the reported  energy levels of a  company - potentially  leading to fraudulent  accounting and metering.[next slide]



Smart Video Conference Systems 

IoT Device Risks 

These  often only require the click of a button for users to share screens – and for hackers to 
commandeer it. 

Attackers have full 
access to all  
software, memory 
and hardware,  
exposing the 
microphone, camera  
and stored 
credentials. 

Smart TVs connect to  the 
local network over IP and 

also serve as a pivot point 
for  hackers to gain full  

network access. 

DISRUPTIVE 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]Video conferencing systems are vulnerable to  exploits that allow  remote attackers to control any of the apps  on the system, take  over social and  communication apps,  record audio and video.Since they are wired  Ethernet or Wi-Fi  connected, hackers have  access to sensitive places  like boardrooms, C-Level  offices and conference  rooms that are not often  accessible by outside visitors.Similar to all software,  most use common  OSs, which have  significant overflow  vulnerabilities. Buffer overflow allows the  Smart TV to be accessible  from behind a router or  firewall, exposing it to  intruders from anywhere on the Internet. Attackers can exploit other  systems on the network  entirely from a shell they’ve  compromised on the TV.[next slide]



Connected Printers 

IoT Device Risks 

Nearly all printers are networked over IP - a welcome mat to hackers to infiltrate the 
enterprise. 

DISRUPTIVE 

Without physical  
access, hackers can  
comprise printers to  
siphon private  
documents printed  
through them. Many exploitable issues  

are are not resolvable  
without updates to  

firmware or an intrusion  
detection system. Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]- By accessing specially crafted URLs that  evade authentication,  attackers can visit  pages that expose the  printer’s credentials.- If printers are on a public  network or attackers are  on the same Wi-Fi  network, they can send a  specially crafted Simple  Network Management  Protocol (SNMP) packet  to obtain the admin  password, and gain full  control of the printer.[next slide]



VoIP Phones 

IoT Device Risks 

VoIP phones leverage the network for many sophisticated  features that makes 
communication easy, not only for  employees – but also malicious hackers. 

DISRUPTIVE 

Hackers can exploit  
configuration settings  to 

evade authentication  and 
then update the  phone, 

allowing them  to listen to 
phone  conversations or 

make calls. 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]Complex routing  exposes phones to remote snooping  and some can be  activated as a  speakerphone with  no visible indication.Attackers only need  to know the IP address  of the phone to be  able to access it.[next slide]



Smart Lightbulbs 

IoT Device Risks 

Smart lightbulbs operate on Wi-Fi and proprietary mesh networks  which can be hacked. 

DAMAGING 

Mesh network  
communication  channels 
can be  sniffed by attackers. 

Hackers can extract password-
protected  Wi-Fi credentials 

without  being on the network,  
allowing them to gain access  
to other systems and devices  

in the network. 
 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]Smart lights have very weak security cover that can be uncovered with simple steps. Once hackers gain entry, they could potentially control lighting to an entire building, turning them on and off at will. And if they are dimmable lights, hackers could potentially turn them to full brightness for a prolonged period of time thereby causing potential fire hazard.[next slide]



Mirai Botnet 

Mirai used in DynDNS attack on ~100K 
devices involved. 
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11/1/2016 

Follow Mirai Attacks on Twitter – 
@MiraiAttacks.  
A tweet is sent each time a Mirai attack is detected, as of 
Feb 6th 2017, there were over 1,750 tweets with count 
starting in October 2016.  

Reference acronym glossary at end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/10/hacked-cameras-dvrs-powered-todays-massive-internet-outage/   Source Code on the Internet. Numerous variants targeting new devices and operating systems.Blog Entry - https://www.forescout.com/mirai-oh-my/.Live Attack Map -https://intel.malwaretech.com/mirai.html

https://twitter.com/MiraiAttacks
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Gartner IoT Market Guide 
ForeScout Listed As A Representative Vendor 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]Gartner has issued a market guide for IoT security and they identify “real-time visibility and control” as one the three main pillars of securing IoT devices. ForeScout finds a place in this report as a vendor in the “real-time visibility and control” category.[next slide]



Gartner IoT Market Guide 
ForeScout Listed As A Representative Vendor 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]Gartner has a key insights document focusing specifically on Real-time, Visibility and control since it is such a critical part of IoT security. Because one cannot secure what they cannot see, so security begins visibility.ForeScout’s agentless approach is well suited for the IoT world because many IoT devices don’t even have the capability to host an agent as they come in various shapes and size and also run innumerable OS types.[next slide]
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Many IoT Devices Are Invisible 
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Many IoT 
devices lack 

firewall 
capability 

Many IoT 
devices cannot 

be patched 

Many IoT 
devices run on 

outdated or 
unsupported 

software 

Many IoT devices 
cannot host an 

agent 

      ForeScout’s agentless solution helps overcome these limitations 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 



See 
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CONTINUOUS 

AGENTLESS 

Not Visible Visible 

See with 
IoT 

Manageable with an 
Agent 

Non-
Traditional/IoT 

Computing 
Devices 

Network 
Devices 

Applications 

Antivirus  
out-of-date 

Broken agent 

Vulnerability 

Reference Acronym Glossary at the end of presentation 

Many IoT devices are invisible to the traditional security systems 
 

What is the device? 
 

Who owns the device? 
 

Where/how is it 
connecting? 

 
What is the device 

hygiene? 
 

What IP’s should the 
device connect to? 

 
Which users have access 

to administrate the 
device? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 [begin]Visibility is critical today, as you cannot protect what you cannot see.  Visibility is an overused term so lets begin with understanding the questions that are needed in order to properly protect your devices. 5 basic yet sometimes difficult questions to answer especially if a device doesn’t have an agent.   [click once – animation]Other vendors do rely on agents, limiting their visibility to see only managed devices, these are your traditional PCs, Macs, mobile devices and infrastructure.  [click once – animation]Ironically, however, even those managed devices have issues that go undetected by the various endpoint management and security technologies.  The AV files are out of date, patches are behind and, sometimes, the agents are completely disabled or broken.  We see these anomalies, allowing IT staff to discover, maintain and control them. [click once – animation]As we discussed earlier, the onslaught of unmanaged devices is a reality. ForeScout automatically identifies different types of unmanaged devices – including emerging IoT products like Smart TV’s, IP-enabled thermostats, and unauthorized mobile-device hotspots. [click once – animation]So, in essence – this is the picture most enterprises have today relative to their endpoint landscape. [click once – animation]ForeScout helps make that visibility gap go away.  In fact, our customers have found up to 60% more devices on their network with ForeScout.  [next slide] NOTE:  To better understand See, reference the Agentless Visibility Solution Note at https://www.forescout.com/company/resources/agentless-visibility-solution-brief/ 



Control 
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Restrict 

Comply 

Notify 

Less Privileged 
Access 

Guest 
Network 

Corporate 
Network 

Quarantine 

Data Center 
AUTOMATED 

POLICY-DRIVEN 

Reference acronym glossary at end of presentation. 

Is the device trying 
to use a different 

port to 
communicate? 

 
Is the device trying 

to connect to 
additional IP’s on 

the network? 
 

Is an unauthorized 
user trying to 

access the device? 
 

Is the device trying 
to reach the 

internet?  
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 NOTE – This slide is an automatic build.  Please view in slideshow format[begin]Now that you have visibility across your heterogeneous environments, let’s talk about how we can control them. The ForeScout Platform helps you contain potential vulnerabilities in a timely and automated manner.  Whether you’re enforcing network access control or endpoint compliance, we do this in a way that’s not intrusive to the productivity of your business. We give you the flexibility to control your environment, leveraging our ability to collect relevant context and automate a variety of actions.  So, once we discover a security problem, our sophisticated policy manager can automatically execute a range of responses depending on the severity of the issue.  If it’s a minor problem, the first action most customers employ is to notify the user. In parallel you can segment those questionable devices to guest networks until they adhere to compliance mandates. This helps keep business running as usual and ensures your networks are protected.  Now, there are always cases of more serious violations, which could result in actions such as restricting the device, reinstallation of a security agent, triggering the endpoint to fetch an operating system patch, or performing other remediation actions.  At the end of the day, we do this in an automated fashion way without the use of agents. Giving you more flexibility over the control of your network.Based on a recent IDC Research Study based on IDC interviewing ForeScout customers, our customers were able to reduce network breaches by 42% and device breaches by 38% -  thanks to ForeScout[next slide]



Orchestrate 

Reference Acronym Glossary at the end of presentation 
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MAXIMIZE EXISITING 
INVESTMENTS 

BREAK DOWN SILOS 

Share Contextual 
Insights 

Automate 
Workflows 

Automate 
Response Actions 

VENDOR OPTIONS 

ATD SIEM EMM EDR/EPP NGFW VA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin] Finally, we move into we call orchestrate. Earlier, we talked about the lack of coordination between various security tools, putting more pressure on Security Operations teams to manually analyze numerous systems. At ForeScout, we’re proud to be working with leading technology partners to unify system-wide security management, reducing the time it takes to detect and mitigate a risk or a threat. This unique set of network, security and management interoperability technologies extends the power of ForeScout by allowing the combined system to accelerate response, achieve major operational efficiencies and provide superior security.  We do  all this by leveraging your existing investments. How do we do this? (click one)We share contextual insightForeScout dynamically shares endpoint device identity, configuration and security details with other security and management systems you own and use. This bidirectional data exchange adds to the overall properties that can be applied to the rules engines of other tools, enhancing policies and actions.We automate workflowsForeScout allows systems to share policy-based decisions that previously required manual analysis and application across systems. Automating these workflows and processes results in coordinated, instantaneous response.We automate response actionsMany security products such as advanced threat detection systems, security information and event management (SIEM) and vulnerability assessment tools can inform IT staff about security issues. ForeScout instantly applies this security insight to trigger an automated response and enforce its broad range of policy-based controls, such as isolating the device and remediating the endpoint to eliminate threats. One customer that participated in the IDC Research Study stated:“With ForeScout, when there’s a problem with a device, we can go proactively and tell whether the device is compromised. Before, the end users were the ones actually doing the detection and reporting. Now, we’re doing the detection and reporting centrally, which means that MTTR has gone from a week or two for our field technicians to 48 hours.”For example, let’s take a SIEM module. We share potential endpoint threats with the SIEM, that then allow us to receive instruction to automatically take a policy based approach such as notifying the end user or initiating a scan by another third-party product you may have.  For example, let’s take an ATD integration we have with FireEye. FireEye detects an indicator of compromise (IoC) and notifies ForeScout about the incident.  ForeScout quarantines that device and then scans for that IoC across the enterprise network.  This capability enables organizations to combat the lateral spread of advanced threats. Note:  To learn more about Orchestration, check out this white paper:  https://www.forescout.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Automating-System-Wide-Security-Response-through-Orchestration-ForeScout-White-Paper.pdf



IoT Use Case 
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1 Device connects to the network 

2 Device is detected and classified as a printer 

3 Compromised printer* communicates with the 
corporate file server 

4 SIEM detects an anomaly 

5 Compromised printer is  blocked from accessing 
the network 

IoT  Devices BYOD Devices Rogue Devices Corporate Devices 

Firewall 

Corporate File 
Server 

SIEM Endpoint Patch EMM 

Internet 

IOC Scanner 

ATD 

Network 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

* This printer could be one of the many other IoT 
devices as well and ForeScout would secure it 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]ForeScout’s real time visibility enables its to see IoT devices the moment they connect to the network. It can even classify the device and segment it appropriately so there are effective controls around it. In the event the IoT device misbehaves or indulgences in anomalous behavior, ForeScout CounterAct takes security action pre-determined by the security team. Thus enabling not only real time visibility but real time control based on constantly changing cirumstances.[next slide]



 
Business Value of a ForeScout Solution 
  
 

24% more devices discovered 

18% more devices in compliance 

$46K savings per 1K devices 

50% fewer network breaches 

Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Faster Time 
To Value  

IDC Paper: https://www.forescout.com/idc-business-value/ 

 

IDC interviewed 7 ForeScout customers, and on an average, benefits were 

13 month payback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Begin]IDC interviewed 7 of our customers and asked them about the benefits they have realized by using ForeScout products. IDC has summarized those findings in a report, you can find it here: https://www.forescout.com/idc-business-value/[Next slide]



Do you know how many 
devices are in your 

network? 
 

Request a POC with 
security products to find 

out. 

Summary 
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ForeScout’s agentless approach has helped companies discover on an average 24% more devices 
on their networks – IDC Report. 

IoT devices are entering Healthcare industry in a big way. 

Many IoT devices lack basic security features and are invisible 
to traditional security systems, posing bigger security risk! 

Many organizations underestimate number of IoT devices in 
their networks thereby opening up vulnerabilities. 

IDC Paper: https://www.forescout.com/idc-business-value/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IDC Paper: https://www.forescout.com/idc-business-value/



ForeScout Benefits 
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• Real time and continuous visibility 
 

• Agentless approach 
 

• 24% more known devices 
 

• 18% more devices in compliance 
 

• 50% fewer network related security breaches 

Source: IDC white paper on Business Value and IT impact of visibility and control https://www.forescout.com/idc-business-value/ 
Reference acronym glossary at the end of presentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[begin]ForeScout is more relevant than ever before given today’s security landscape.Our agentless approach, flexible response capabilities and 3rd party integrations uniquely position ForeScout to help your organization fight the bad guy and comply with the numerous regulations on your plate.IDC interviewed 7 of ForeScout’s customers to understand the benefits they have gained with ForeScout solution and the benefit numbers quoted in the slide are based on that. Please read the IDC Business Value report for more details.https://www.forescout.com/idc-business-value/[next slide]



The End 
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